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Introduction:  Local conditions can impair space 
exploration for extra-terrestrial civilisations. Minimum 
change in velocity is the key cost driving the design of 
a rocket. Velocity change requirements are themselves 
determined by the local gravity field which is determ-
ined by the gravitational acceleration at the surface of 
the planet and the depth of the stellar gravitational po-
tential. 

Low circular orbit:  For the purpose of this discus-
sion, we assume that lunching cost if proportional to 
the mass ratio between the rocket and its payload. Us-
ing  the  equation  of  rocket,  we  obtain  the  following 
equation [1], where mf is the final mass of the rocket 
the exhaustion of fuel and mo the original mass of the 
rocket,  g gravitational  acceleration on planet  surface, 
ao the rocket lift-off acceleration,  ∆V total amount of 
velocity change need to reach orbit and Ve the ejection 
speed of rocket exhaust.

ΔV
Ve

=−ln m f

mo −
g
ao [1−

m f

mo ] (1)

The first term is the classical rocket equation; the 
second term being the gravity loss. For sake of simpli-
city, we will leave this term for later analysis. Hence 
we have:

m f

mo
=−exp ΔVVe = 1

C
(2)

where C is the relative cost of a rocket launch. Since 
Ve is constrained by fundamental physics for chemical 
fuel, we will assume this is a constant for the purpose 
of this discussion. That leaves only ∆V needed to put a 
satellite in orbit to be estimated. First, we assume that 
satellites  will  orbit  at  a  very  low altitude  above  the 
planet surface (h<<R), like we have done on Earth. In 
consequence:

ΔV ∝ Mr (3)

As  a  first  approximation,  we  consider  than  the 

density of the planet is constant with mass ( R∝
3M

).  This  is  approximation  roughly  correct  for  masses 
between 0.3 and 10 Earth masses.  In consequence:

ΔV ∝ Mr ∝ M
M 1/3

=M 1/3 (4)

At this point, it should pointed out that since that 
gravity loss will scale with the same relation since it is 
proportional to g. 

We can  now estimate  the  relative  cost  of  rocket 
lunch in function of the exoplanet mass:

C=
mo
m f

∝exp M 1/3  (5)

Using this equation, the relative launch cost for a 
0.3 earth mass planet would be 0.72 and 1.55 for a 3 
earth masses. Keep in mind, that in this formalism, we 
use only the fuel mass ratio as an estimate of the cost 
of  a  space  mission.  Change  in  fuel  ratio  will  also 
change the number of rocket stage needed. This is why 
the structural reinforcement required by the increased 
gravity do not appears in the calculation. It is hidden in 
the mass ratio of one stage. In consequence, number of 
stage will change between planet but this cost is not in-
cluded in our calculations.

These results demonstrate the small sensitivity of 
launch cost to the planet mass. In addition, it might ar-
gued than relative cost  for  a given civilisation is  in-
versely  proportional  to  the  surface  area  of  a  planet. 
From this point of view, space conquest is cheaper on 
larger planet.

Interplanetary launch:  Since the planetary escape 
velocity in √2 time larger than the orbital velocity, this 
scaling as already been covered by the previous dis-
cussion. Using the previous method, we calculate  

v o∝ Md , (6)

where M is the mass of the star and d the orbital radius 
of the planet. Habitability requires a roughly isolation 

form the star in consequence  d∝L .  Since stellar 

luminosity  scale  is  L∝M
4

 for  stars  heavier  than 

0.43  solar  mass  and  is  L∝0,3M 2 .33
 for  smaller 

stars [2], we have

v o∝ MM 2∝M
−1/2  (7)

 for masses above 0.43 solar mass and

v o∝ M
0.3M1,17

=1,35M−0 .0825

for smaller stars. 
Using these results in the rocket equation, we can 

conclude interplanetary mission for a planet around a 
star will 1.8 times solar mass will be only 70% of our 
cost and  2.21 more expensive for a civilisation around 
the lightest red dwarf.  

Conclusion:  We have analysed the cost of space ex-
ploration for an extraterrestrial civilization. From our 
calculation, we demonstrate than variation is small for 
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low orbit. Since stellar escape velocity normally dom-
inate the total velocity budget (for Earth 42.1 km/s vs 
11.2 km/s),  we estimate cost of interplanetary exploration 
will stay within a factor 3 of our typical cost. This is a signi-
ficant factor but not a show stopper to limit the space explor-
ation.
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